Launch Your Sustainability Dashboard
Create a One-Stop Shop for Benchmarking & Reporting
Easily Gather Sustainability Data
• No excel spreadsheets to manage
• Track progress for multiple locations
• Customize data points by locations and divisions
• Upload documentation and evidence for audits
• Increase Quality Control
• Quickly check and change data points
• Validate and lock down approved data
• Request changes and evidence from providers

Benchmark & Report in Real Time
• Automatically calculate outcomes
• Create customized reports
• Build real-time dashboards

Manage Your Goals
• Set baselines and targets
• Designate facility-specific contributions
• Track progress
• Plan projected needs

Take Sustainability Management
to the Next Level
A sustainability dashboard lays the foundation for
action-oriented program management. With clear
baselining and benchmarking, your business can:
• Set goals and Science-Based Targets
• Track conformance to certifications
• Conduct life cycle assessments
• Monitor and reduce risk
• Identify continuous improvement opportunities
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About K·Coe Isom, LLP
With roots dating back to 1932, K·Coe Isom, LLP is a Top 100 accounting and advisory firm. Two-thirds of our
business is with food and agriculture companies. Since starting in Kansas and California, K·Coe Isom has expanded
across the U.S. and serves clients globally. Our client base represents many subsets of food and agriculture including:
• Food and beverage (food processors and manufacturers, breweries, wineries)
• Trees and permanent crops (nuts, fruit trees, vines, etc.)
• Specialty crops (vegetables, berries, etc.)
• Commodity crops (corn, soy, wheat, rice, other grains)
• Beef and other livestock (cattle, dairy, swine, poultry, eggs)

K·Coe Isom, LLP is a thought leader in sustainability for both production agriculture and food and beverage
manufacturing. Over the past 10 years, K·Coe Isom’s sustainability team has played a key role in many cuttingedge sustainability programs, such as:
• First livestock and beef sustainability program in the U.S.
• First industry-level sustainability framework in the U.S.
• Innovative reports on conservation and financial outcomes in agriculture
• Leaders in sustainability assurance and verification

We deliver additional value when assessing standard conformance:
• Extensive knowledge of the entire food and agriculture supply chain: we understand how farm operations
work and how food is made; we can speak the language of farm managers and plant engineers.
• In-depth technical expertise in sustainable food and agriculture practices, data, implementation, and
current operational performance.
• Long-established relationships with leaders in dairy, beef, poultry, hog, commodity crop, and permanent &
specialty crop industries.

Contact a sustainability expert:
Matt Armstrong
matt.armstrong@kcoe.com
(214) 718-6288
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Zach Pinto
zach.pinto@kcoe.com
(202) 595-3122

